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Why are images so 
crucial in marketing?



🚀
Communicate

Faster

💡
Create Memorable

Moments

❤
Set the 

Emotional Tone



Brands that have mastered 
the art of images in email



Example: Illustration

Brand:  
Dorsia

What’s the job images do here?
Sell the benefit not the product. 

Also, — help bring some fun, and set a tone of 
quality, without the distraction of a specific 
location.





Great use of 
Photography 

Brand:  
Airbnb

What’s the job images do here?
They show the quality difference 
rather than just tell about it.



Photography at
National Geographic

Brand:  
National Geographic

What’s the job images do here?
To give me a feeling of adventure 
even when I can’t be there.







Tips for using photography in email

💡 For high-quality photography, 
 JPEG is the best file format

💡 Balance image quality and file size 
using smart image compression

💡 Use meaningful ALT text 

💡 Optimize images for mobile

❌ Do not exceed 1MB in file size
(keep it under 500 KB  if possible)

❌ Don’t use stock imagery if you can 
 avoid it, or if you have to, find 

images with better depth of field.



Brand:  
Smallbirds

What’s the job images do here?
These illustrations enhance a feeling of 
wonder and imagination making me feel 
that shoes are a part of activity and life.

Using photography and 
illustration together





Advanced techniques for 
imagery in email



DISCLAIMER

Proceed with caution



Don’t underestimate 
the power of simplicity



Example 1: The Power 
of Simplicity

Brand:  
Airbnb

What’s the job images do here?
They show the quality difference 
rather than just tell about it.



Got this covered? 
You may proceed. 



Brand:  
Headspace

What’s the job images do here?
Make the reader pause — and make 
them smile.

Animated GIFs:
Illustrations



Animated GIFs 

Brand:  
Netflix

What’s the job images do here?
They create tone. The imagery tells me 
what the emotion of the story is in a 
way that would require a lot more 
words—that would be TLDR



Brand:  
Asana

What’s the job images do here?
This simple animated illustration 
shows product functionality more 
effectively than any static image and 
copy ever could.

Animated GIFs aren’t 
just for B2C 



Brand:  
National Geographic

What’s the job images do here?

How National 
Geographic Uses
GIFs







Brand:  
National Geographic

What’s the job images do here?
Catch the readers eye. Make them 
pause.

Cinemagraphs: 
Making just a part of 
an image move



💡 Keep it simple

💡 GIFs aren’t supported everywhere 
& some Outlook versions will only 
show the first frame of your GIF— 
optimize your GIF for that

💡 Use as few frames as possible

💡 Explore animated PNGS for high- 
quality animation at small file sizes 
(and transparent backgrounds) 

Tips for using animated GIFs

❌ Do not use flashy GIFs

❌ Do not exceed 1MB in file size
(here’s some tips on keeping files 
sizes low)

❌ Avoid GIF making apps (if possible)

https://www.litmus.com/blog/animated-pngs-in-email-an-alternative-to-gifs/
https://www.litmus.com/blog/animated-gifs-in-email-10-tips-for-keeping-files-sizes-small/
https://www.litmus.com/blog/animated-gifs-in-email-10-tips-for-keeping-files-sizes-small/


Brand:  
Trade

What’s the job images do here?
To create a sense of setting and place 
that describes the quality of life you 
are aligning the brand with.

Background Imagery



But why bother 
with live text?

💡 Live text scales with devices

💡 Maintain ADA accessibility standards

💡 Run multivariate testing with text 
based on segmentation (Can’t do that 
with imagery easily)

💡 It’s affordable to develop and allows a 
smaller team to create and send emails.









Tips for using background images

💡 Background images aren’t 
supported everywhere. Know what 
email clients your audience is 
using, and then decide if the effort 
is worth it for you. 

❌ Don’t forget about your fallbacks

❌ Don’t forget to set a mobile version 
 of your image

https://www.emailonacid.com/blog/article/email-development/html-background-images-in-email/
https://www.emailonacid.com/blog/article/email-development/html-background-images-in-email/


Brand:  
Adobe

What’s the job images do here?
The animation shows the App in action 
—and the shapes in the background change 
their colors, too. That’s unexpected, and 
beautiful!

Animated background
images





Tips for using animated background images

💡 Learn how to code animated 
background images with this 
Ultimate Guide

💡 Keep an eye on GIF file sizes

❌ Don’t forget to set a fallback

❌ Make sure you don’t distract from 
the design and the message

❌ Consider accessibility 
(e.g. people who have Epilepsy)

https://taxiforemail.com/blog/the-ultimate-guide-to-animated-background-images/


Creating overlay 
Effects with imagery

Brand:  
Clear

What’s the job images do here?
Causes me to wanderlust and 
associate Clear with the joy of travel.





Tips on creating overlay effects

Creating a layered look and feel doesn’t 
necessarily require advanced coding skills. 
Sometimes it’s just rethinking how you set 
up your imagery.

�� 



Tips on creating overlay effects

Creating a layered look and feel doesn’t 
necessarily require advanced coding skills. 
Sometimes it’s just rethinking how you set 
up your imagery.

�� 



Let’s sum it up: Cover your basics first

Choose non stock images if possible. Choose images that have personality.

Use images that have similar qualities. They should feel like a family.

Don’t use too many images. Leading with one great image is better than many.

Ask yourself if the image is essential. If it’s not, cut it.

Do you know what images fit your brand? If not, do that work.

Do you know which images resonate with customer? If not, do that work.



Questions









We help you manage 
Email Design Systems 

that people will actually 
use. 

Learn more → 

Get more email inspiration

 Like to see more beautiful 
imagery from National 

Geographic? Sign up for 
weekly emails.

Get on the list →

Get Really Good Emails 
delivered to your inbox, 

twice a week. 

Sign up →

http://taxiforemail.com
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/newsletters/signup/?cmpid=org=ngp::mc=crm-email::src=ngp::cmp=editorial::add=SpecialEdition_20200807&rid=$%7BProfile.CustomerKey%7D
https://reallygoodemails.com/newsletter/


What is Taxi?
Watch the video → 

http://taxiforemail.com/hello/what-is-taxi-for-email
http://taxiforemail.com/hello/what-is-taxi-for-email
http://taxiforemail.com/hello/what-is-taxi-for-email


Why we exist: Making email is hard. 

Takes too long

Costs too much

Easy to go off brand

Complex & varied skillset 
required

HTML - rendering & complexity

Managing who does what

Disheartened team/Team Morale

Busier the team is, easier it is to 
make mistakes (especially 
repetitive work)

There’s never enough email 
marketing



A new process: Built around the needs of the email team

Email Design System 
(aka Master Template)

Workflow Editor Export



What does an Email Design System look like?



Let’s get nerdy for 1 minute 🤓
Taxi Syntax — the secret to making Email Design Systems actionable
Create the perfect HTML, then use the power of the Taxi syntax to control how it’s 
used, what can be changed, and what can’t.





Better Email.
Better Results.
taxiforemail.com/demo


